Two stripes for quality

The two stripes symbolise uncompromising
work. The symbol combines the experience of
emergency care professionals as well as Profile’s product development, design and technological excellence. Our genuine commitment to
the sector spurs us on ever further to respond
to come up the challenges our customers face
and to come up with completely innovate solutions. That is how we create ambulances that
rank among the best in the world.
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Ford Transit Profile Ambulance

Profile safety

Range

Safety is the main priority in every Profile
ambulance. The feeling of the safe working environment helps you to concentrate to the most essential to the
patient

Ford Transit Profile ambulance is an economic choise for efficient first aid operations and patient transportation.
Ford Transit Profile Ambulance

Ford Transit Profile ambulance, three different options
Safe sitting and standing

All Profile ambulances are designed to serve safely. You
can be seated with your seat belt fastened and still
reach both the patient and the most essential equipment. Holding rails in all the right places facilitate moving inside the vehicle, coming in and going out.

Profile design
A versatile equipping and good ergonomics have made Profile ambulances a success.
Ergonomical working space

All the most essential treatment equipment are reachable even by being seated. Spacious paramedic table
also includes adjustment properties for oxygen and
electric systems. Out turning cabinet for oxygen bottles spares your back and is also a real time saver.
Reliable electrical system

Intelligent electrical system (IWS) takes safely care of
the routine procedures. General functions includes a.o.
monitoring of the temperature and oxygen level of the
incubator, stepless ventilation control and a guard for
power consumption. DIN sized operation panels are
located both to the driver's cabin and patient compartment. IWS system has 24 hours overhaul and after
sales services on weekdays.

High model, long wheelbase
Wheelbase: 3750 mm
Exterior height: 2543 - 2619 mm
+ lights 100 - 180 mm
Interior height: 1915 mm
Interior width: 1736 mm
Interior length: 3148 mm
Semi high model, long wheelbase
Wheelbase: 3750 mm
Exterior height: 2326 - 2403 mm
+ lights 100 - 180 mm
Interior height: 1688 mm
Interior width: 1736 mm
Interior length: 3148 mm
Semi high model, short wheelbase
Wheelbase: 3300 mm
Exterior height: 2310 - 2390 mm
+ lights 100 - 180 mm
Interior height: 1688 mm
Interior width: 1736 mm
Interior length: 2690 mm
Interior heights announce for the front-wheel drive
chassis. Interior heights of rear-wheel drive -10mm.
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